
 
 
 
 
Four Poems 
 
Red Scare 
  ...for the Rosenbergs 
    June 19, 1953 
 
We lived in Parkchester the summer they burned  
those other Jews. 
Mom stuck to the radio  
fear in her face. 
The neighbors spoke softly.  
Dad came home worried  

 gone once to a commie camp  
so the Senate might get them too. 
But that angel of death passed over our house. 
 
In July the Times said  a mother  
plunged from a fifth story window,  
infant daughter in her arms; 
a doctor and his wife were found dead  
after drinking poison  
 
Riding through the Midtown Tunnel,  
Harvey from across the street warned: 
 
pull up your socks,  
the water might rise  
and  all drown. 
 
One day in August, Harvey, 
who we thought had no elastic in his socks  
made the front page. 
Shot his wife  
and two sons  
piled up on one side  
of the bathroom door, 
Harvey on the other; 
doing the  work.  



The West 
 
has no country.  
It is the idea of itself  
in the minds of those  
in the West who live so 
in themselves, 
in the body of the West. 
 
The West is always demarcated  
from the world by those 
in the West. 
 
Would it still 
be the West if the myth  
the West so earnestly tells itself  
and others was unknown?  
 
And what of those who so long ago  
in the time of mammoths 
traveled far, far to the east to live 
in the west, 
there, in that other west  
even since the ice age? 
 
Only later did it become the West,  
all but emptied of 
its First Peoples and its great herds.  
The west,  
made ruinously ready to be  
The West. 
 

  



Uncontacted Tribes 
  it is better to know where to go and not know how, 
  than it is to know how to go and not know where. 
      Jose Dolores, quoted in  
  
Is it better to have mapped the world 
down to your street, which, after all, did you know,  
was done first to manage empire? Better 
perhaps for you now, so you may be  
rescued while surrounded by tongues 
of fire in vast, seasonal blazes or petrol truck  
explosions down the block? Better, now, for 
you when the Murray, the Mississippi unceasingly lap at  
all your Western doors? 
Is it better for them 
whose shelters, huts, manioc and banana gardens, annatto trees  
have been long embraced by giant forest aunts and uncles? Better  
for them whose longhouses are hardly seen when one knows 
not where to look? Better for them,  
when the empire  ranchers, planters, loggers encircle their  
ancient world? 
And on that atoll in the Indian Ocean, 
for those who saw the seas flee from shore; who, knowing,  
headed inland that dayday  better now of course for them to be  
saved by 
us?  
What of those many  
on the dragon island― in 
misty highlands, cloud-forests, in deep clefts;  
better to know where they are on our maps? 
Is it wiser to know 
where we are in latitude, longitude, street level, Google earth? 
And are we really 
where we think we really are? 
 

  



Annual Checkup     
 
The Empire visits the doctor. 
 
The Empire has smoked  
Ever since Korea. 
Once, it had a serious angina 
Episode in Vietnam. 
But it gets lots of exercise. 

 some elevated  
Blood pressure in the Mideast, 
And heart palpitations 
In the South China Sea, 
Along with a small tremor  
East of the Dnieper, 
Occasional headaches in Okinawa,  
And acid reflux 
On various continents. 
Still, the Empire has a hearty appetite; 
Although it should  
Restrict its fatty diet. 
And plaque may be building in  
The carotids, and the gums bleed sporadically. 
The teeth are stained from too much. 
Recently, the Empire  
Has been running a temperature  
Higher than normal; perhaps a small infection. 
 
All in all, 
Another good year. 




